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Hybrid drive systems have established themselves in the luxury segment of the automotive world. Both 

in everyday life and in motorsport. And the individuality? TECHART shows it! TECHART presents the 

new power kit for the Porsche E-Hybrid models at the Essen Motor Show 2018. Previously, the 

spectacular implementation: the TECHART GrandGT based on Panamera Turbo S E-Hybrid Sport 

Turismo. 

 

 

More power from two hearts. 

 

The TECHART TECHTRONIC power kit for the Panamera Turbo S E-Hybrid. It increases the standard 

combined power from 680 hp to 770 hp. The combined torque increases from max. 850 Nm to powerful 

980 Nm. 0 to 100 km/h: 3.2 seconds. Top speed: 316km/h. Thanks to an intensive development and 

testing process, the power increase provides optimal interaction between the electric drive and the V8 

engine. In conjunction with the valve controlled TECHART exhaust this combination with a deeper and 

more powerful V8 sound is a joy to your ears. It sounds spectacular, it feels impressive and it looks 

great. Because the exhaust with four titanium end tubes and carbon-fiber jacket is an 

unequivocal statement.    

 

Product information about the other E-Hybrid power kits from TECHART will follow soon. 

 

The customer is always on the safe side with the TECHART power kit. The TECHART PROTECT 

Warranty for individualized new and pre-owned Porsche vehicles is purpose-made for every Porsche 

model and provides comprehensive cover for all possible contingencies. Today’s and tomorrow’s. 

Outside Europe, the TECHART TECHTRONIC Warranty provides security for your engine and 

drivetrain. 
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Powerful appearance. 

 

The TECHART GrandGT styling package for the Panamera sets standards in terms of look and quality. 

The lines and appearance are unmistakable. A wider front part with carbon fiber hood, powerful 

extended wheel arches, contoured side skirts and the significantly wider track are characteristics of the 

GrandGT. At the rear: the distinctive rear apron strikes the eye with its repositioned rear reflectors, its 

side air outlets and its apparently levitating diffusor with four distinctive fins framing the carbon-coated 

titanium twin tailpipes. 

 

TECHART's new 22-inch Formula V wheels fit into the overall picture perfectly. The unique multi-spoke 

design makes the wheel appear particularly large in the wheel arch. An optical advantage that meets its 

requirements, especially for large Porsche models such as the Panamera and the Cayenne.  

 

 

Perfect interaction in the interior. 

 

Tailored to the overall concept, the TECHART interior manufactory refines the interior to the smallest 

detail. The seats e.g. got stitchings with colored threads to match the exterior design. The 

ergonomically shaped TECHART sport steering wheel with Acid Green colored drive mode switch and 

well straight-ahead marker is a sign for the hybrid drivetrain. The segments of the sport steering wheel 

can be individually refined with leather, Alcantara® or carbon fiber. Illuminated door entry guards with 

TECHART lettering and aluminum pedals complete the interior. 
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TECHART Automobildesign. The Brand. The Company. 

 

TECHART Automobildesign GmbH, with its headquarters in Leonberg near Stuttgart, sets global 

standards in terms of premium refinement for Porsche cars. Founded in 1987, TECHART has been 

living this passion for over 30 years. With consistent implementation of own ideas and developments, 

high quality standards and continuous brand development, the company became an internationally 

renowned trademark with over 75 headquarter-based employees and sales partners all over the world. 

 

TECHART’s product range offers refinement options for any Porsche model and every section of the 

vehicle: aerodynamic improvement and exterior styling, technical optimizations such as engine 

powerkits, exhaust systems, wheels, suspensions or assistance systems, as well as bespoke interior 

personalization, manufactured by TECHART’s inhouse saddlery and upholstery shop. 

 

Approved as an internationally registered vehicle manufacturer and certified as Authorized Economic 

Operator (AEO-F) by the European Union, TECHART is the premium brand for the refinement of 

Porsche cars worldwide. 
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